
Contracted: Phase II

“Sure to bring on an 
intense craving for 
antibiotics” 
The Hollywood Reporter

On DVD & Download from Monday 26th Oct. 2015.

Fast Sell: 

Prepare to be shocked all over again as the zombie/body-
horror hybrid returns with a new cast of characters literally 
going to pieces from the deadly virus. Having premiered at 
this year’s Film4 FrightFest, make sure you buckle up for 
more skin-crawling terror in the genre ride of the year!

Key talent:

Starring
Matt Mercer (Madison County, Leftovers, You Or A Loved 
One)
Marianna Palka (Good Dick, Scottish Mussel, Autumn 
Wanderer)
Morgan Peter Brown (Absentia, Ouija, Piggies)
Peter Cilella (Screwed, Resolution)

Director
Josh Forbes

Writer
Craig Walendziak (feature debut)

Talent support availability:

Writer Craig Walendziak will be available for select phone 
interviews.
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Synopsis:

Picking up immediately after the events of the first film, Phase II follows Riley (Matt Mercer), now infected and 
running out of time, as he attempts to find out more about the virus and its mysterious host.

As he digs deeper into its origins, Riley attracts the attention of a detective (Marianna Palka) who doubts his 
innocence, and BJ (Morgan Peter Brown) himself, who holds the key to the virus – and perhaps the destruction of 
mankind as we know it, leading to a blood-soaked finale you have to see to believe.

We like it because:

Continuing in the trend of innovative horror sequels such as REC 2 and V/H/S 2, Josh Forbes’ Phase II takes 
Contracted in an exciting direction all of its own.

But just as the sequel raises the stakes, it also proves some things never change. Once again it’s a genre game 
changer, delivering another bucket-load of gut-churning gore, shocking body-horror and next-level carnage.

There’s a great cast of young talent, with rising star and new horror “Scream King” Matt Mercer delivering a 
brilliant performance as he takes over the series’ lead duties. First time feature director Forbes shows he’s one to 
watch. He combines gross-out ickiness with white-knuckle tension to make Phase II a unique experience that will 
satisfy horror fans of all tastes.

It’s disgustingly brilliant!


